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Introduction 

There will be a lot of people coming to the sport. 

However, it is rare for people to live and work 

faithfully for a lifetime. Kamilov Yuldash 

Tursunovich is one of such people. When it comes to 

this man, he can be considered born for sports. His life 

proves it. For Comrade Kamilov, sports is not only a 

profession, a task, working from month to month, but 

also a way to accumulate work experience before 

retirement, but a meaningful life. 

 

Materials and methods 

Kamilov Yuldash Tursunovich was born on 

February 1, 1947 in the city of Denau. In his 

biography - the documents state that the servant was 

born into a family. His father, Tursun Kamilov, was 

the director of the Denau district printing house before 

World War II. He later worked as an editor at the Red 

Denov newspaper. His mother, Khadija Abdulina, 

worked in a printing house for many еars. [1] 

In 1953 he studied at the Lenin School in Denau, 

then at the Lomonosov Secondary School №1, and 

then at the H.H. Niyazi School for evening education. 

The dedication of Kabaev Mitkhat Talipovich and 

Migranov Gelmas Mengalievich, who worked as 

sports coaches at Yuldash Kamilov's school when he 

was studying at Lamonosov's school, aroused great 

interest in physical culture and sports. 

In the early 1960s, at the initiative of Migranov 

Gelmas Mengalievich, one of the sports coaches of the 

Lomonosov Secondary School №1, cycling 

competitions were organized on the Denau-Dushanbe 

route. Kamilov Yuldosh regularly took part in these 

competitions. 

In 1961, Yuldash Kamilov and several of his 

classmates were taken to the basketball team by one 

of the sports coaches, Musaniy Fesovich, and taken to 

the regional center to compete. They deservedly 

participated in this competition as well. 

 After graduating from the 8th grade, Kamilov 

Yuldash studied at the College of Physical Culture and 

Sports in Dushanbe in 1963-66. He first studied 

volleyball at the technical school. Then, on the 

recommendation of tennis coach Abramov Viktor 

Borisovich, he studied tennis at the technical school. 

Later, in 1970-1974, he studied by correspondence at 

the Uzbek State Institute of Physical Culture. [1] 

After graduating from the technical school, 

Kamilov Yuldash was sent to Kulob in 1966 as a 

physical education teacher. In the first еar of his 

teaching career, he received a conscription. From 

1966 to 1968 he served in the military in Belarus. [5] 
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After Kamilov Yuldash returned from the army 

in 1968, he joined OCW (Office chief work) as a 

sports methodologist on the recommendation of 

Fatkhulin Rafik Badriddinovich, chairman of the 

Spartak Voluntary Sports Society. He was such a state 

in large industrial enterprises at that time. During his 

tenure in this position, he built football and volleyball 

courts. He formed the football team of the Denau oil 

refinery "Kuruvchi". [10] 

In 1970, on the initiative of the chairman of the 

Surkhandarya regional sports committee Varankov 

Evgeny Mikhailovich and the chairman of the Denau 

city sports committee Valashuk Vladimir 

Fyodorovich, the establishment of the Denau city 

sports school was entrusted to Kamilov Yuldash. 

Denau previously had a sports school for children and 

teenagers, with only five coaches. On March 3, 1970, 

a youth sports school was established under the Denau 

City Sports Committee. [8] Yuldosh Kamilov was 

appointed director. 

 Kamilov Yuldosh had a lot of difficulties in 

organizing the work of the sports school. The reason 

was that there was no material base at that time. Under 

such circumstances, a number of enterprising sports 

coaches were hired at the sports school. Since the 

sports school was established in March, it took a long 

time before it attracted sports coaches. The funds 

allocated in the annual budget for the purchase of a 

sufficient number of sports equipment were available. 

The head of the district's finance, Ismail Bozorovich, 

also transferred the saved monthly salaries to buy 

sports equipment. The chairman of the Pakhtakor 

society Kabaev Vazikh Asadovich, the chairman of 

the Denau city sports committee Valashuk Vladimir 

Fyodorovich, the chairman of the Spartak volunteer 

sports society Fatkhulin Rafik Badriddinovich also 

played an important role in the establishment of this 

sports school. Thanks to the efforts of Kamilov 

Yuldash, the building of the railway, which is 

currently vacant, was allocated for a sports school. 

Initially, the building brought all the equipment for 3 

sports: weightlifting, boxing and national wrestling, 

and organized circles. An equestrian club was also 

established at the Akhunboboev collective farm at that 

time. [1] 

Valashuk Vladimir Fyodorovich in 

weightlifting, Azam Abdullaev in national wrestling, 

Abdulla Hakimov in national wrestling and sambo 

started coaching at the sports school. Laverensky 

Aveninsov taught volleyball and Soy Vasiley taught 

boxing. The tireless hard work of their coaches 

gradually began to bear fruit. Pupils of the sports 

school began to achieve success in various 

competitions. 

In those еars, Fergana hosted the Republican 

Equestrian Championship. Fayzulla Buriev from 

Denau, who took part in it, became the republican 

champion. [1] 

In 1971, an intercity spartakiad was held in 

Tashkent. The Denau team took part in the fourth zone 

(cities were divided into zones according to 

population). [2] Kamilov Yuldosh, Laverensiy 

Aveninsov, Plaston Anatoly, and Khairullo Ibragimov 

competed in volleyball as part of the Denau team. In 

this competition, the Denau team successfully 

participated in the national sports of wrestling, 

athletics, chess, volleyball. 

This еar, the chairman of the Surkhandarya 

regional sports committee Musaev Muhiddin 

Ismatovich instructed the Denov sports committee to 

hold the Republican championship on the Bukhara 

method of national wrestling. He stressed that the 

team will not come from Termez, and only two 

wrestlers will be sent. Thanks to the efforts of 

Hakimov Abdulla and Azam Abdullayev, coaches of 

the Denau Sports School, two teams were formed 

from Denau itself. Yuldashev Abdukayum and 

Hamza, who were sent from Termez, were also 

originally from Denau. Wrestlers from 7 regions of the 

country took part in the two-day competition. The first 

team from Denau took the 1st place, the second team 

took the 2nd place, and the team from Tashkent took 

the 3rd place. Yuldashev Abdukayum, the champion, 

and Hamza, the wrestler, took the second place. [8] 

After this competition, Nabi (Jabbor) 

Mahmarasulov and Jaloliddin Ruzikulov from Denau 

were invited to Tashkent and included in the Uzbek 

wrestling team. They took part in the 5th Spartakiad 

of the Soviet Union in Moscow in 1972. Nabi 

Mahmarasulov took the 2nd place in sambo. [3] 

Yuldosh aka worked for ten еars (1972-1981) as 

a physical education teacher at the 6th secondary 

school named after G. Gulom in Denau. 

 From 1973 to 1974, at the initiative of the trade 

union of the Department of Public Education of 

Denau, Spartakiad competitions were held among 

teachers in the region. Comrade Kamilov participated 

in the Denau national team in volleyball and cross-

country athletics. Due to the poor material base for 

sports in Termez, volleyball competitions were held in 

the circus building, not in the gym. [5] 

For some time, Yuldash Kamilov also worked as 

a tennis coach at the Children and Youth Sports 

School of the Denau City Department of Public 

Education. At that time, the director of this sports 

school was Gennady Mekhailovich Migranov. He was 

a man devoted to sports. At the sports school, Kim 

Anatoly Andreyevich, Kabaev Mitkhat Talipovich 

were coaches in basketball, Matveev Olim Saidovich 

in handball, Abdulin Mansur Nizamovich in athletics. 

During his time working with this team, many athletes 

have grown up from sports school. 

In 1978-1979, the Council of Ministers of the 

Uzbek SSR decided to develop tennis. At the initiative 

of Abdullaev Azam Abdullaevich, director of the 

Children and Youth Sports School under the 

Department of Public Education of Denau, a tennis 
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circle was opened at the 3rd secondary school named 

after MT Oybek, and Yuldosh Kamilov was invited as 

a specialist to manage this circle. In 1980, at the 

initiative of Kamilov Yuldash, the construction of a 

tennis court began at the school and was completed in 

1981. Since that еar, Kamilov Yuldash has been 

working as a full-time tennis coach at the school. 

Kamilov Yoldosh also achieved great success during 

his coaching career. His students Tvetkovskaya 

Marina, Tvetkovskaya Lyuba, Muhammadi Mirzaev, 

Anvar Kadyrov, Kamilova Alisa, Komilova Sayyora 

and others deservedly took part in tennis competitions 

throughout the country. Later, his students Kamilov 

Akmal and Nasriddinov Otabek became regional 

champions in tennis. [5] 

In the early 1980s, badminton was added to all 

sports at the Republican Spartakiad. At that time, the 

chairman of the Surkhandarya regional sports 

committee Kholboy Khurramovich Kamilov 

summoned Yuldash and appointed him coach of the 

Surkhandarya badminton team. [5] 

Since 1981, Yuldash Kamilov has been the 

chairman of the Denau city and district committee for 

physical culture and sports for 19 еars. [1] During the 

chairmanship of the committee, under the leadership 

of Yuldash Kamilov, a number of works were carried 

out in the district and many sports achievements were 

achieved. He was instrumental in the construction of 

many gyms and sports grounds. 

In 1982, in the first еars of his leadership of the 

Sports Committee, Yuldash Kamolov together with 

the coach of athletics Hayitboy Hojimurodov of the 

2nd secondary school named after Y. Ohunboboev 

won the Republican competition "Cheerful Starts" 

with his students. In the same еar, the Denau City 

Sports Committee was instructed by the team of the 

2nd secondary school named after Y. Ohunboboev 

"Cheerful Starts" to compete with the team of Latvia 

"Cheerful Starts" Bauskaya district. Before the match, 

the Latvian coaches Yaniz and Beruz came to Denau 

and got acquainted with the conditions for its holding 

and came to the conclusion that it does not meet the 

requirements. The reason is that the sports grounds are 

not built to the standard, and there are no stands for 

spectators. After that, Yuldash Kamolov talked to the 

Republican Sports Committee and received 

permission to hold the competition with Latvian 

athletes at the Yoshlik Sports Complex in Tashkent. 

[5] 

Preparations for the competition have been going 

on for 6 months. Leonid Konstantinovich Petrov, 

chairman of the Spartak Voluntary Sports 

Association, Nikolai Grigorevich Chernov, coach of 

the Lomonosov School, Shamil Fazulyanev and 

Denov from Tashkent. Chairman Yuldash Kamolov 

was sent. Thorough preparation for the competition 

spoke for itself. The team from Denau "Cheerful 

Starts" defeated the team from Latvia "Cheerful 

Starts" 22-18. [5] 

In the fall of 1983, the return match was 

scheduled to take place in the Bauska region of Latvia. 

Yuldash Kamolov headed the Denau team "Cheerful 

Starts" and its coaches to take part in the competition. 

He admitted that the Denau people, who visited a 

remote village in the Bauska region of Latvia, were 

shocked to see the conditions created for sports. The 

complex of sports grounds built there, 40x20 gyms 

built on a standard basis, grandstands for 300 people, 

swimming pools made a great impression on the 

people of Denau. [5] 

At the beginning of the competition, on the 

initiative of the chairman of the sports committee of 

Bauskaya district Ivanov, the director of the secondary 

school No. 2 named after Y. Ohunboboev in Denau 

Davlatov Nurmat Ruzibaevich agreed to hold a 

friendly test exercise between Denau and Bauskai 

"Cheerful Starts". In this test exercise, under the 

guidance of Davlatov Nurmat Ruzibaevich, Denau 

lost to rivals to calm down.  

In the main match, Denau's "Cheerful Starts" 

again defeated its Latvian rivals 24-16. Comrade 

Kamilov admitted that after the competition, a 

representative of the Latvian Council of Ministers 

spoke at the dinner table in honor of the guests and 

said without any greetings: “Asiatis we fell into a 

lesson in physical education, we will never forget it 

for this lesson, those who were involved in the 

preparation of this kamandi we will punish ". 

Even the bus to the Denau sports team to return 

from Latvia was deliberately delayed at the airport 

after the plane flew to Dushanbe, and the Denau 

residents were left behind. After that, Davlatov 

Nurmat Ruzibaevich appealed to the Latvian Sports 

Committee to comment on the situation, and the 

Denau athletes were sent through Leningrad in two 

rounds. [5] 

At the initiative of Yuldash Kamilov, since 1985, 

Denau district and city level GTO standards have been 

passed not only by schoolchildren, but also by the 

leadership of all organizations. A charter has been 

developed for this. On April 24, 1985, the GTO 

standards were first adopted. All leaders took an active 

part in it. [6] 

In February 1985, Yuldash Kamilov was 

awarded a certificate of honor by the Surkhandarya 

Regional Sports Committee for his selfless work in the 

field of sports. [5] 

In the fall of 1987, the chairman of the regional 

sports committee, Leonid Borisov Semonovich, called 

Yuldash Kamolov and said that in 20 days the sports 

team of the Balkh region of Afghanistan would visit 

Denau. Preparations will begin immediately to 

welcome the guests. Sports grounds, stadiums, 

grandstands will be renovated and the hospitable team 

will be welcomed. In the sports competitions with the 

Afghans, the Denau football team will win. While 

there was a draw in chess, the guests dominated in 

table tennis and volleyball. [5] 
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Before Yuldash Kamilov, on the initiative of 

Ergash Karimov, who served as chairman of the 

Denau city sports committee, federations for all sports 

were established in Denau city and district. Yuldash 

Kamilov decided to develop this work as well. At that 

time, the head of SMU Abdurahmon Jabborov was the 

chairman of the Athletics Federation. Yuldash 

Kamilov together with him organized athletics 

competitions. The district trade union committee 

allocated 12 large bubbles for the competition. 

Initially, the competition was held separately for girls 

and boys among schoolchildren. Then it was held 

separately for girls and boys among college students. 

Then a competition was organized between different 

labor teams. The winners were awarded various prizes 

by Abdurahmon Jabborov. This competition was held 

regularly from 1988 to 2000. [8] 

 At the initiative of Abdunazar Turakulov, 

Eshniyoz Rustamov, Nina Kudinova, Salim Tuychiev, 

Rustam Mirzaev, Mengqobil Norkobilov, who 

worked as leaders in Denau district and cities at that 

time, 3 swimming pools were built on the right bank 

of the Kizilsuv River. When the construction was 

completed, the place became a real swimming school 

for young people. [1] 

Comrade Kamilov in the development of Denau 

sports in those еars Safar Samadov, Nemat 

Alimardanov, Tursun Saidov, Lev Kim, Vladimir 

Niskovsky, Abduolim Buriev, Avazkhon Allanov, 

Ahmad Narzullaev, Anvar Boymurodov, Rahmonqul 

Abdullaev, Sayfiddin Kilichev, Jaloliddin Kasimov, 

Abdurahmon Iminjon Yangiboev, Shokirjon 

Shukurov, Abdujabbor Urinov, Sh. Nurmatov points 

out that the share of selfless sponsors is significant. [5] 

It should be noted that during the еars of 

independence of our country, unprecedented and 

unforgettable events have taken place in the history of 

sports in our district, and this process is still ongoing. 

In particular, members of the Denau Football School 

have spread throughout the country. At the initiative 

of Yuldash Kamilov, in the first еars of independence, 

a football club "Umid" was established in our district. 

It was headed by Khudoyshukur Boronov, the 

chairman of the city press society at that time, a 

sportsman and a great man. Under his leadership, the 

football teams "Cooperator" and "Matlubotchi" 

became regional champions. In 1992, the 1st 

Republican Football Championship was held. The 

Denau football team, which took part in it, took the 

5th place. [3] 

In pursuance of the Resolution of the Cabinet of 

Ministers of the Republic of Uzbekistan No. 27 of 

January 17, 1996 "On measures to radically improve 

the organizational framework and principles of 

football development in Uzbekistan" [7] , On the basis 

of the decision of the regional department of public 

education No. 6 of June 5, 1996, a football school was 

organized in the district. 

According to the decisions of the mayor of 

Denau city No. 308 of June 17, 1997 and the mayor of 

Denau district No. 748 of September 3, 1998, the 

governor of Surkhandarya region No. 306 of 

December 3, 1998 transformed Denau football school 

into a boarding school. [10] 

From 1999 to April 2012, Yuldash Kamilov 

worked as Deputy Director for Sports Affairs of the 

State Specialized Football School № 2 in Denau 

district. The period of Yuldash Kamilov's work in this 

organization has been rich in meaningful and bright 

pages for Denau football. Former students of the 

school Fakhriddin Vahobov, Akmal Kholmurodov, 

Dilshod Toshbadalov, Rahmatulla Berdimurodov, 

Bahriddin Omonov, Nemat Togaev, Farhod 

Usmanov, Akmal Ibragimov, Khurshid Yuldashev, 

Zohid Toshtemirov, Dilshod Hamroev, Akmal 

Abdurahmonov, Nasafona, Pakhtakor ”,“ Shurtang ”,“ 

Bukhara ”,“ Yangier ”. [10] 

We must never forget the services of Yoldosh 

Kamilov, along with Anatoly Kim, Mansur Abdullin, 

Hayitboy Hadjimurodov, Marat Kabaev, Yuri 

Mashkov, Gelmas Migranov, Olim Matviev, who left 

their mark on the sport of our oasis. The life and 

experience school of the well-known sports coach 

Yuldash Kamilov can be a lesson for many. Today, 

Yuldash Bobo Kamilov, the coach of hundreds, if not 

thousands, of athletes, is 73 еars old, but he is still 

alive and well. The importance of sports in human life 

can be seen from the activities and actions of this 

person. 
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